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Asteroid Event of the Decade – 
A “close shave” 5 times larger than the Tunguska body.  

100 times more massive.	

350m asteroid within 5.8 Earth-radii 
 A once-per-thousand year event. 

Earth

Moon

Geosynchronous 
Ring

Apophis

Friday	
April	13,	2029	



When small bodies encounter planets . . . 
(Roche 1849) 

	

Shoemaker-Levy 9 (1993) 

At 5.8 Earth-radii, 
Apophis is well beyond  

the Roche Limit 



Decadal opportunity to inform 
science and Planetary Defense.	

Itokawa-like	landslides?	
Miyamoto	et	al.	(2007)	

Earth	encounter	will	alter		
Apophis’	orbit	and	spin,		
but	other	physical	effects,		
including	seismic	effects,		
are	less	certain.	
Scheeres	et	al.	(2005)	

“Seismic”	shaking??	
Binzel	et	al.	(2010);		

Nesvorny	et	al.	(2005;	2010)	

Apophis:		April	13,	2029	



year in each Cartesian component) to explore the range of possible
orbital evolution. The results of exploring more than half a million
evolved MOID values (Fig. 2b) reveals two groupings within our
observational sample: objects capable of making particularly close
approaches to the Earth and those for which no close approach is
revealed (Fig. 3). We use the Earth–Moon distance as a convenient
proxy for defining ‘close approach’: any object for which the MOID
can become nearly zero will more frequently present cis-lunar MOID
values that can be found in a discrete integration (such as ours).
Conversely, for the objects that are protected from Earth encounters,
the MOID at all times remains substantially beyond the lunar dis-
tance. We find that 75 out of 95 objects in our sample have the
possibility of experiencing a close Earth approach within the past
500,000 years, including all 20 out of 20 of the Q-type asteroids.
Our MOID calculations reveal no evidence of close Earth approaches

for the 20 other objects in our sample (and none of their 120 clones),
indicating that they almost certainly did not encounter the Earth
within the past 500,000 years.

What is the significance of finding that all 20 Q-type asteroids have
minimum intersection distances closer than the lunar orbit? Applying
binomial statistics, we first note that for any object randomly selected
from the sample there is a 75/95 5 78.9% likelihood of it satisfying the
‘close approach’ criterion of having the MOID value smaller than the
Moon’s orbit. For 20 objects randomly selected from the sample, the
binomial probability (P 5 0.789 for individual success) of all 20
objects satisfying the close approach criterion is only 0.009.
Consequently we can say with 99.1% statistical confidence that the
MOID distribution of Q-type asteroids is not random. Thus we con-
clude that Q-types are a class of asteroids that show a strong correla-
tion with orbital history allowing for an Earth encounter at least as
close as the lunar distance within the past few hundred thousand years.

If this conclusion is correct, that a Q-type asteroid spectrum is
indicative of a recent close-to-Earth approach, then a critical corollary
must be examined: Q-types should be rare or absent among those
objects devoid of recent planetary encounters. So far this has been
the case in main-belt asteroid spectroscopic surveys14–16, although
most such surveys are magnitude-limited such that they cannot
include objects in the kilometre and sub-kilometre size range, which
is the comparable size range of near-Earth objects. We can consider
our own sample to be a survey of asteroids in the inner Solar System,
dividing them into separate sample populations of ‘encountering’ and
‘non-encountering’ objects. To reduce the possibility of a size-
dependent bias, we allow the 14.0 to 18.5 H magnitude range set by
our 20-member non-encountering population to restrict the mem-
bership of our encountering object comparison set to the 54 objects
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Figure 2 | Distributions for the orbit intersection distances for weathered
and fresh asteroids. As its name implies, the minimum orbit intersection
distance (MOID) measures the minimum distance separating the two closest
points between the Earth’s orbit and the orbit of a test particle (asteroid).
a, For the values of the MOID at the current epoch, fresh Q-type asteroids
typically have closer Earth intersection distances than the overall sample.
b, Q-types appear much more strongly concentrated towards very close
Earth intersection distances when their long-term orbital behaviour over the
past 500,000 years is taken into account. Here we plot the lowest MOID value
found among the 70,000 integrations performed for each object. Effectively,
all objects that have a MOID value inside the orbit of the Moon within the
past 500,000 years also present minimum intersection distances less than or
equal to the Earth radius. (The vertical alignment of points on the left
corresponds to one Earth radius; the fact that these objects exist today
illustrates that the MOID history does not itself indicate the distance of an
actual encounter.) All fresh Q-types in our sample show orbital histories
capable of Earth approaches less than the lunar distance (vertical dashed
line). Importantly, for all objects that have orbital histories keeping them
removed from Earth encounters (demonstrated by having MOID values well
outside the lunar distance), none have fresh Q-type surfaces. The vertical
scale is related to the asteroid’s spectral classification as a Q-, Sq-, or S-type; it
measures the distance from the boundary10 defining the Q-types. The plotted
vertical value is a dimensionless scaler in principal component space, defined
by the spectral variance of the asteroid population as a whole after the
removal of spectral slope. (See the Supplementary Information.) Increasing
values reflect diminishing spectral absorption bands, a trend consistent with
increasing amounts of space weathering28.
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Figure 3 | Comparison of typical long-term orbital evolution behaviour for
objects inside the orbits of Earth and Mars. Although both asteroids
currently cross the orbits of Earth and Mars, asteroid 1566 Icarus (a) shows
that its minimum orbit intersection distance (MOID) allows multiple close
approaches to Earth well inside the lunar distance, while asteroid 136993
(b) does not. Close approaches for 136993 do not occur because its (present
to 500,000 years ago) orbit consistently intersects the Earth’s well above the
Earth’s orbital plane. The horizontal line represents the lunar distance of
0.00257 AU. The timescale of the figure is back 200,000 years, allowing the
structure of the orbital evolution to be seen.
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Spectral measurements for 100 near-Earth and Mars Crossing objects.

500,000 year MOID (AU)

Weathered surfaces above this line.

“Fresh” surfaces below this line.
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year in each Cartesian component) to explore the range of possible
orbital evolution. The results of exploring more than half a million
evolved MOID values (Fig. 2b) reveals two groupings within our
observational sample: objects capable of making particularly close
approaches to the Earth and those for which no close approach is
revealed (Fig. 3). We use the Earth–Moon distance as a convenient
proxy for defining ‘close approach’: any object for which the MOID
can become nearly zero will more frequently present cis-lunar MOID
values that can be found in a discrete integration (such as ours).
Conversely, for the objects that are protected from Earth encounters,
the MOID at all times remains substantially beyond the lunar dis-
tance. We find that 75 out of 95 objects in our sample have the
possibility of experiencing a close Earth approach within the past
500,000 years, including all 20 out of 20 of the Q-type asteroids.
Our MOID calculations reveal no evidence of close Earth approaches

for the 20 other objects in our sample (and none of their 120 clones),
indicating that they almost certainly did not encounter the Earth
within the past 500,000 years.

What is the significance of finding that all 20 Q-type asteroids have
minimum intersection distances closer than the lunar orbit? Applying
binomial statistics, we first note that for any object randomly selected
from the sample there is a 75/95 5 78.9% likelihood of it satisfying the
‘close approach’ criterion of having the MOID value smaller than the
Moon’s orbit. For 20 objects randomly selected from the sample, the
binomial probability (P 5 0.789 for individual success) of all 20
objects satisfying the close approach criterion is only 0.009.
Consequently we can say with 99.1% statistical confidence that the
MOID distribution of Q-type asteroids is not random. Thus we con-
clude that Q-types are a class of asteroids that show a strong correla-
tion with orbital history allowing for an Earth encounter at least as
close as the lunar distance within the past few hundred thousand years.

If this conclusion is correct, that a Q-type asteroid spectrum is
indicative of a recent close-to-Earth approach, then a critical corollary
must be examined: Q-types should be rare or absent among those
objects devoid of recent planetary encounters. So far this has been
the case in main-belt asteroid spectroscopic surveys14–16, although
most such surveys are magnitude-limited such that they cannot
include objects in the kilometre and sub-kilometre size range, which
is the comparable size range of near-Earth objects. We can consider
our own sample to be a survey of asteroids in the inner Solar System,
dividing them into separate sample populations of ‘encountering’ and
‘non-encountering’ objects. To reduce the possibility of a size-
dependent bias, we allow the 14.0 to 18.5 H magnitude range set by
our 20-member non-encountering population to restrict the mem-
bership of our encountering object comparison set to the 54 objects
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Figure 2 | Distributions for the orbit intersection distances for weathered
and fresh asteroids. As its name implies, the minimum orbit intersection
distance (MOID) measures the minimum distance separating the two closest
points between the Earth’s orbit and the orbit of a test particle (asteroid).
a, For the values of the MOID at the current epoch, fresh Q-type asteroids
typically have closer Earth intersection distances than the overall sample.
b, Q-types appear much more strongly concentrated towards very close
Earth intersection distances when their long-term orbital behaviour over the
past 500,000 years is taken into account. Here we plot the lowest MOID value
found among the 70,000 integrations performed for each object. Effectively,
all objects that have a MOID value inside the orbit of the Moon within the
past 500,000 years also present minimum intersection distances less than or
equal to the Earth radius. (The vertical alignment of points on the left
corresponds to one Earth radius; the fact that these objects exist today
illustrates that the MOID history does not itself indicate the distance of an
actual encounter.) All fresh Q-types in our sample show orbital histories
capable of Earth approaches less than the lunar distance (vertical dashed
line). Importantly, for all objects that have orbital histories keeping them
removed from Earth encounters (demonstrated by having MOID values well
outside the lunar distance), none have fresh Q-type surfaces. The vertical
scale is related to the asteroid’s spectral classification as a Q-, Sq-, or S-type; it
measures the distance from the boundary10 defining the Q-types. The plotted
vertical value is a dimensionless scaler in principal component space, defined
by the spectral variance of the asteroid population as a whole after the
removal of spectral slope. (See the Supplementary Information.) Increasing
values reflect diminishing spectral absorption bands, a trend consistent with
increasing amounts of space weathering28.
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Figure 3 | Comparison of typical long-term orbital evolution behaviour for
objects inside the orbits of Earth and Mars. Although both asteroids
currently cross the orbits of Earth and Mars, asteroid 1566 Icarus (a) shows
that its minimum orbit intersection distance (MOID) allows multiple close
approaches to Earth well inside the lunar distance, while asteroid 136993
(b) does not. Close approaches for 136993 do not occur because its (present
to 500,000 years ago) orbit consistently intersects the Earth’s well above the
Earth’s orbital plane. The horizontal line represents the lunar distance of
0.00257 AU. The timescale of the figure is back 200,000 years, allowing the
structure of the orbital evolution to be seen.
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Spectral measurements for 100 near-Earth and Mars Crossing objects.

500,000 year MOID (AU)

“Fresh” surfaces are found  
predominantly for NEOs 
having opportunities for  
close Earth encounters.

Weathered surfaces above this line.

“Fresh” surfaces below this line.
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Credit:		
MIT	students		
“Project	Apophis”		
concept	study	(2017).	

Innovation-
-Unlike previous implementations of small body surface packages, ‘Smart 
Marbles’ utilizes a network of uncoupled sensors distributed across a surface 
providing more complete coverage rather than a singular lander package 
with seismic measurements being the science goal.
-‘Smart Marbles’ would range in quantities of 10’s to 100’s of  ‘Marbles’ or 
nodes which would contain an accelerometer, inter-marble communication, 
marble-spacecraft communication, and a power source.  

Smart Marbles: Uncoupled Seismic Sensor Network for Investigating Small Planetary Body Interiors
Richard P. Binzel, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Technical Approach-
Area 1- 
Develop scientific requirements of the ‘Smart Marbles’ for the individuals, 
the network, and enabling systems for a given small body.
Area 2-
Three concurrent study tracks will follow the requirements - hardware design, 
deployment strategies, and surface interactions.
  i. The hardware design will entail combining and testing existing 

-While ‘Smart Marbles’ could be utilized on a 
wide variety of missions to small planetary 
bodies, Earth approaching asteroids are of 
particular interest for cases where Earth’s tidal 
forces might induce seismic vibrations during a 
close flyby (for example, the 2029 close 
approach of the asteroid Apophis)

components, eliminating individual component 
development and increase buildability. 
   ii.  Strategies for deployment will take into 
account body characteristics, spacecraft control 
limitations, and deployment hardware options.
    iii.  Strategies for retention on the surface will  
consider trades between smooth, rough, spiney, 
or even sticky outer surfaces for each ‘Smart 
Marble’.

Potential  & Benefits-
Aerospace Context
-Current state-of-the-art missions to other plan-
etary bodies are single spacecraft or main 
spacecraft with a limited number of accompa-
nying smaller spacecraft, leaving the overall 
missions with lack of redundancy and high risk.  
-By utilizing a high quantity of simple sensors 
for surface investigation, a single package 
being lost or damaged is no longer a mission 
objective failure while achieving greater coverage than a single landing 
package could.
Why now?  
- A known test case is approaching.  350m asteroid 99942 Apophis is known 
to have a close approach on April 13, 2029 less than 6 Earth-radii  away.
-Apophis will not be the only case as thousands of Potentially Hazardous 
Asteroids are known with discovery capacity increasing every year.

Evaluation Notes-

2

Decadal opportunity for mapping 
the  interior structure  of  a 

Potentially Hazardous Asteroid.	

Tidally	induced	
	seismic	signal	

A New Era:   Asteroid Seismology. 
	



Science Opportunity: 
What happens during the encounter? 

Earth

Moon

Geosynchronous 
Ring

Apophis

					"It's	all	about		
							the	encounter."	

April	13,	2029	



Science Opportunity: 
What happens during the encounter? 

Planetary	Defense	Ques@on:	
What	is	the	internal	state	and	internal	
structure	of	a	poten2ally	hazardous	asteroid?		

Science	Ques@on:	
What	is	the	internal	state	and	internal	
structure	of	a	remnant	planetessimal?		

Nature is performing the 
experiment for us ! 

"It's	like	InSight	Mars,	for	asteroids."	



M.	Brozovic	et	al./Icarus	300	(2018)	115–128		

Radar	mean	diameter	=		
340	+/-	40	m	

“Tumbling”	spin	state:		
	
Precession	period	=			
27.38	+/-	0.07h	
	
Rotaaon	period	=		
	263	+/-	6h	
	
P.	Pravec	et	al.	
Icarus	233	(2014)	48–60		
	

Apophis basic physical parameters 
are already known.	



Binzel	et	al./Icarus	200	(2009)	480-485			

Apophis basic physical parameters 
are already known.	

Sq-type.	
Spectral	model	
fidng	to	
LL	chondrites	



			The	World	Will	be	Watching	
				“What	will	the	science	community	be	doing?”	

Apophis:	Naked	eye	over	central	Europe.	
Evening	skies	April	13-14,	2029.		(Animaaon	by	Brian	Warner)	



Apophis region of naked eye visibility: 
2 Billion People 

	



Apophis:  
The Poster Child for Planetary Defense 

	

Apophis	is	Coming.	
Will	Earth	be	ready?	

April	13,	2029	

Apophis	Special	Session	
April	30,	2019	

"T-10	years	and	coun2ng"	



SBAG Finding, for consideration:  
	

April	13,	2029	

"The	2029	close	encounter	by	the	
potenaally	hazardous	asteroid	(99942)	
Apophis	is	a	once-per-thousand	year	
event	that	provides	an	opportunity	for	
advancing	small	body	knowledge	for	
both	science	and	planetary	defense.		
SBAG	encourages	the	community	to	
evaluate	the	science	opportuniaes	
that	may	be	provided	by	this	natural	
experiment."	

Related:	
Apophis	opportunity	highlighted	within	next	decadal	survey.	

	-	-	-	END	-	-	-	



Backup Slides:	

hHps://eapsweb.mit.edu/mit-project-apophis	


